1999 chevy cavalier starter
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Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Starter part. Shop Chevrolet Cavalier Starter. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: ACA. Part Number: AC OE no. Page 1 of 1 Showing
1 - 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Choose Quality Aug 21, Brand
new AC Delco Starter. My vehicle has no problems anymore. Thank you Carparts. Jared
Richardson. Purchased on Aug 06, Jun 10, I live in texas and needed a strater for my daugther
in Ny and all the others cost over and my daugther didn't have the money. So I told my daugther
to let me try on line and i found auto parts and was very happy with the service and the shipping
of the part to my daugther. Auto parts was a god sent in a time of need I will be using them
agagin and again. Purchased on Jul 14, Helpful Automotive Resources. Electricity then flows
from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid
Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter solenoid, you might not know what the
part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an electromechanical device that engages
the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted directly on top of the starter. The Starting
System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while charging, the battery case cannot be
completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for each cell and we had to replenish the
cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine cranks normally but does not start, the
starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two
separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Alright, thank you for your assistance, I will get it to a
mechainc. Was this answer. Check the starter motor solenoid-could be shorting out internally
Was this answer. The shop where I bought the starter tested it to see if it was faulty, it tested
fine. Thanks, I'll get on that tomorrow. Thanks for your help! I am a single Mom, with no money.
My car wouldn't start today. My neighbor said it was something with the starter, maybe a short
in the wiring. I can start it by turning the key to On and using a screwdriver between two bolts
on the selinoid. From what I can see there isn't a short, but alot of the wiring is covered. I know
if I take it somewhere they will tell me I need a starter. Do you have any ideas I can do? I am
kinda good fixing stuff. I have done alot of research today online. Next step is to inspect and
test the park and neutral switch and ignition switch Was this answer. What wire does he have a
question on. The small terminal goes to the small post. How to change a starter on a cavelier
Was this answer. Remove wiring harness bracket nut from starter bolt. Raise the vehicle. Refer
to Lifting and Jacking the Vehicle. Remove flywheel inspection shield. Remove the electrical
connections from starter. Remove the starter bolts and starter. Images Click to enlarge. Maybe
you can help. Have a starting issue with Chev Cavalier. Had initial clinking clunking, jiggled
connections, got it started once to get home, now nothing. Full power, but no activity to starter
solenoid? So, went back to hand-checking connections. One supplemental? Wire to main
solenoid terminal bent and snapped at it's connecting ring. There are FIVE wires in total
connecting to solenoid. THREE go to main post which includes POS battery connection, a black
one coming from a very large fat bundle, and a mystery wire which broke at the eyelet. The
broken "mystery wire" comes out of a smaller bundle, as do the remaining TWO wires to the
solenoid - each of those TWO going to the other two individual terminals on the solenoid. The
"mystery wire" seems not to be easily spliced or reconnected. I had hoped maybe this was the
cause of not getting a signal to the starter. Now, I'm wondering, is it an essential component,
and how might I establish a connection here. It seems like something like fiber-optic, although I
doubt that. It just isn't your common wire. Any ideas? Thanks for being available! Image Click to
enlarge. The purple wire, purple arrow , goes to the smaller "S" terminal on the solenoid, blue
arrow. That is always the only wire that goes there. That is the one that activates the solenoid
when it gets 12 volts from the starter relay, or in some cases, directly from the ignition switch.
The other small terminal "R", yellow arrow , when used, is as a relay terminal. It gets 12 volts
put on it during cranking, to bypass the ignition resistor for stronger spark and easier starting.
That terminal is used on older cars and may not even exist on newer solenoids. The red arrow is
pointing to the generator's output wire. The red part of the wire is a spliced-in fuse link wire. It is
slightly smaller in diameter so it's the weak link in the chain. Also, its insulation is designed to
not melt or burn when the wire burns open. This wire goes directly back to the battery's positive
post, but GM likes to use the larger stud on the solenoid, orange arrow , as a convenient tie
point since the battery cable also goes right back to the battery. No point in running two wires
when they both go to the same place. I suspect you're referring to the black wire by the green
arrow. That is not shown as part of the starter circuit, but it is typically another circuit the uses
the large terminal as a tie point, rather than running back to the battery. The arrow is pointing to
a piece of heat-shrink tubing that covers a splice. That indicates it is the starting point for

another piece of fuse link wire. With this wire broken off, you should find multiple systems,
including the starter system, are dead. This is a relatively simple repair, but you must be careful
to never touch a metal tool to the large battery terminal, orange arrow , and another metal part
on the car, at the same time. That would create huge sparks and could weld the tool in place
and cause it to become red-hot and melt. It is safer to disconnect the battery's negative cable,
then continue with the repair. Strip the end of the wire, then crimp on a new terminal, and bolt it
onto the stud. You'll probably have to buy a small box of terminals from an auto parts store. The
crimp end has to be small enough to crimp effectively around the wire, but the ring end has to
be large enough in diameter to fit over the stud. That combination of sizes makes it an
uncommon terminal that you may not find in a hardware store. I prefer to solder the wire to the
terminal after I crimp it. Due to the wet location, I pull the plastic cover off the crimp end, slide a
piece of heat-shrink tubing onto the wire, crimp, then solder the terminal to the wire, then slide
the tubing down and warm it to seal the connection. You can buy heat-shrink tubing with
hot-melt glue inside. That will form a moisture-proof seal. The tubing and the glue strengthen
the wire to reduce the chance of it breaking again. You'll need to remove the large nut, then
remove and discard the old terminal. Place the new terminal on the stud, then reinstall the nut.
Okay, that is helpful. Now, I still wonder about the extra insulation covering an inch or so at the
connecting end as well. Piece to see what it consisted of inside I saw strange stuff that looked
like wood, paper, I guess part of the insulation, but could hardly even recognize that there was
any wire in there. Do you think I can trust that is a thin wire, that I can successfully expose
enough to crimp in a new eyelet, and just try as carefully as possible to strip it? I'm not sure
what you're seeing. That has to be a normal wire. Its going to carry a good 8 to 10 amps. The
extra insulation you referred to is an old piece of heat-shrink tubing. Cut that all off with a razor
blade. It will have that hot-melt glue on it too, so it's going to take some work to peel it off. If you
have an extra inch or two of wire, just cut the last part off with the heat-shrink tubing. There's
nothing special about it. You just need to be sure when you're done the wire will be long
enough to reach to the stud. Please login or register to post a reply. Someone Said It It Won't
Start When Calling Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Search your problem.
Related problems:. Top problems. Wont start! Battery Noise Won't start Starting. The battery is
fairly new have had no other problems up until 2 days ago, put the key in the ignition and all I
get is a clicking noise. Comment Same issue here. Best answer according to Red Baron. Thank
you for your help. I did check the battery cable and there was alittle corrosion on it, the cable
has a broken wire inside and also was loose, I hate those batteries that mount on the side, they
are nothing but trouble! Thank again. Stalled, on hiway,all warning lights came on ,won't start,
battery ok? Battery Warning lights Won't start Stalls Starting. Wont start,turn the key, nothing
just a click,all warning lights came on , battery,ok. Same put new alternator in 2months ago oil
light comes on but dont need oil. Before starting problem all dash lights stayed on except
blinkers didnt work all asudden went dead. Car won't start Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Battery Won't
start Starter Starting. I've change the battery and starter in the car still won't kick on so I
replaced the starter again and the solenoid and it won't kick on but it will kick on with a
screwdriver I help I need my car. Fuel pump Won't start Stalls Starting. When you turn it over it
will start but it dies right away. When you go to try it again it won't start. It has a new useds fuel
pump with only a week and a half of minimal driving on it. Oil light Starting. The car will not turn
over after it had check oil light on. Makes a single click when trying to start. New starter car well
not start Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Noise Won't start Starter Starting. I put a new stater in my car.
Then i need a jump start. Started up then about 15 min it stole out and now all i here is a clicking
noise and it wont start. Wont turn over or start Chevrolet Cavalier 2. My 02 cavalier died when
my roommate was driving. It wasnt getting fuel and no sound from fuelpump. It would turn over
not start. I replaced pump checked all fuses and relays all good. Then you would hear pump
engage with key on still no start but now there is fuel pressure i have fire but seems fuel not
getting to injectors. I could spray parts cleaner and car would run till burn off. Thats first
problem. Ok second problem i opened my door to roll up windows car alarm went crazy now it
wont turn over nothing. Light is flashing and there is a clicking under dash that clicks then
stops bout 30 sec clicks again. Please help. The guys 2 of them are lost. Im a female i know alot
but this no Ran great all summer. Last winter I replaced alternator and battery. It sat for 3 days
and the temp dropped beliw Had a tow truck jump, it started, ran great for 1 day. Idrice it with
headlights which quickly started dimming. Pilled in lit and it died. Went in to work 3 hours later
it started right up dtove home. No start after. Won't start Chevrolet Cavalier 03 chevy cavalier 2.
Injection Fuel injection Won't start Stalls Starting. Put new headgasket on time it put back
together stared missed bad I forgot to put on fuel injection spacer put them on started up ran
fine gave some fuel died and never started back got fire got fuel. Car will not start Chevrolet
Cavalier 2. Last Monday I got in my car started it and drive 1. It was very loud pulled in my

parking lot parked, and turned key off. Waited bout an hour went out and checked my oil and to
my surprise there wasn't any registering. I added 2qts and started it waited 10 minutes for car to
warm up and noise starting away. Put it reverse backed 15ft changed to drive and it died. No
restart. I'm getting spark and if leave foot on pedal a minute I smell gas. I've checked the
pressure and it is right. It also turns over. I am stumped. Engine Fuel pump Battery Won't start
Starting. Hello, I have a Cavalier , 2. The fuel pump and the damaged battery were changed and
now it does not start no matter what you do. It seems as though the battery was disconnected.
What can be happening? You should check your battery's connections. It would be advisable to
know whether the starter has something to do with your problem, and you can check this by
creating a direct link between the battery's positive wire to the solenoid and seeing if it starts or
not. Replaced starter, tps sensor, plugs, ign mod, coil, fuel filter, ckp sensor, ckd bat, cleaned
fuel pressure reg, ckd timing chain. Still wont start almost eith gas pedal to floor help. Try your
injectors but it may be your ECM cause u know any an everything about these car's. Drove my
car to work one day and drove home. Next morning went to drive it to work again but, wouldn't
start. Have replace coil module and spark plugs due to 1,3 having low visible spark. Still no
start. Checked timing and appeared to have jumped upper chain 7 teeth. Installed new timing kit
and set timing for upper and lower timing chains. I'm confused about this. Is there anyone who
might know what's going on? I'm borrowing bosses truck, so really need my car running. Check
the magnet on the crank sensor, I had one break off once, struggled an struggled to figure it
out. If you got no signal from the crank sensor, it'll never start. Engine starting Chevrolet
Cavalier 2. Gas pedal Engine Won't start Starting. Car will not start unless gas pedal to floor
somebody please give me some advice on problem. No dash lights or anything but the
headlights. Tries to start then kills itself. Any suggestions? Disconnect the radio wiring, then
double check your fuses all work with key turned forward and check both sides of each fuse.
Then try starting your car. Coolant or antifreeze Starting. Radio wont turn on Chevrolet Cavalier
2. Radio was working fine one day then the next it wouldn't power on after I started the car. At
first I thought it was just a bad stock radio considering the car is 18 years old. Not the case A
few days later the radio magically started working again, thought to myself cool Low and behold
I turn the car off and as soon as I grab the door handle and begin to open the door the radio
shuts off and won't come back on again I was told it had something to do with the door switch
that also controls the dome lights but I replaced that as well as installing a new radio and still
nothing Lights flicker, sometimes the dome light works when the driver door is opened
sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes thre is a chime when the headlights are left on, sometimes
there isn't. All of this leads me to believe there may be a short? Today the car wouldn't start,
then all of a sudden it did start only to stall out a few miles down the road. Prior to stalling all
the lights and gages surged. It did start again, got it home. Took off the negative battery cable
with it running to check the alternator stayed running. I took the battery out so I can get it
checked. Any other ideas? Problems with a Cavalier? Share them. I solved my problem or
question. Crea tu usuario en el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in
Sign up. Did you find the website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms
Feedback Publish with us. Submit comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit
reply Cancel. The image below shows how they go, the small black wire does not go to the
starter. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the
problem fixed. Don't let the starter fall and hit you. On the flywheel end, if there is a longer bolt,
it goes to the inside. Do you. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Welcome to the forum.
Electrical problem Chevy Cavalier Automatic My starter wouldn't turn over this morning. This
has happened before. The starter is practically brand new but the wires aren't and every now
and then there is one wire that comes loose. However, my dad isn't here to fix it this time. Do
you know what wire it is that I would need to push back in and where the starter even is in my
car because I don't really know anything about cars. Hi mckenziea, Welcome to 2carpros The
wire you looking for is the purple wire at the starter motor solenoid and its not a push on
connector-it has a nut on it, you might try tightening it- The starter is located at lower front of
engine-Best way to find it is follow the battery positive cable towards the engine it will take you
straight to it. Sorry no pic Was this answer. I have a 2. Bought a starter and forgot to label all the
wires I Know. Stupid me Could you please help me in putting this back together. Starter is an
After market bought at Auto Zone. There is a large wire that bolts or plugs in to the starter, and
a smaller one that bolts or plugs in to the solenoid. Ground is provided by bolting to block.
There is a set of small wires going to the starter and 1 of them has broken off and the car wont
turn over. There looks to be a red wire and a black wire, and that is the one that is broke, to
witch post on the starter does it go to Was this answer. There was a recall on the car and when I
went to have it done they put what looks like a fuse and the wires coming out of it is what broke
just not sure if it goes to where the negitave battery cable go to or to the smaller post on the

starter Was this answer. I would say it goes on the big bolt of the starter it has battery power all
time Was this answer. Thanks I will give it a try Was this answer. I have a Chevy Cavalier that
was sitting unused for about 3 months. It wouldn't start, so I replaced the starter in it, and the
battery later. It still won't turn over even though the wiring is all connected and the fuses are
okay. How can I fix this issue without going to a mechanic? Or is that the only option. Do you
have a security light on or flashing when you try to start it? It is the black wire that is broke Was
this answer. The Theft System light turns on the dashboard when the key is put in. Try the 30
minute relearn sequence. Attempt to start the engine, then release the key to ON vehicle will not
start. Turn OFF the ignition, and wait 5 seconds. You must turn the ignition OFF before
attempting to start the vehicle. It is a black wire coming out of the relay and it goes to where the
positive battery cable goes to. I found the broken wire connecter on that post of the starter.
Thanks for all of ur hlep Was this answer. I went thru the process regardless, turning it off after
about 10 minutes 3 times to no avail. I doubt this is issue is connected but I felt it odd enough to
mention. Then you have more serious issues with the security system that need to be
addressed and you will need a Tech2 scan tool to do that. Please login or register to post a
reply. Someone Said It It Won't Start When Calling Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! The starter motor in a Chevy Cavalier is the small electric motor that turns over the engine
when you turn the key. It uses a lot of power to crank the engine, and a bad one can require
more power than your battery can generate. If the engine cranks very slowly or not at all, the
problem could be a bad starter that needs to be replaced. The starter is located within the
engine's throttle body, which is placed right next to the steering column. It must be separated
from the battery to be removed and replaced. Disconnect the cable from the negative battery
terminal. Set the cable aside where it can't accidentally touch the terminal. Remove the air inlet
duct from the throttle body. This is the tube or hose connecting the car's air intake system to
the throttle body. Remove the two bolts on the starter, beginning with the top bolt. Disconnect
all electrical connectors attaching the starter to the battery. Remove the starter motor from the
throttle body. Install the new starter motor into the throttle body. Torque the bolts depending on
the size engine the Cavalier has. Connect the electrical connectors to the new starter. Reattach
the air inlet duct to the throttle body. Reconnect the negative battery cable and test the new
starter with the ignition switch. Step 1 Disconnect the cable from the negative battery terminal.
Step 2 Remove the air inlet duct from the throttle body. Step 3 Remove the two bolts on the
starter, beginning with the top bolt. Step 4 Install the new starter motor into the throttle body.
Tips If the Cavalier still has problems starting, the problem is elsewhere. The probable areas
include the battery, alternator or the voltage regulator which is usually within the powertrain
control module. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's
a problem loading this m
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